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Abstract. We consider the problem of a subnetwork of observed nodes embedded into a
larger bulk of unknown (i.e. hidden) nodes, where the aim is to infer these hidden states given
information about the subnetwork dynamics. The biochemical networks underlying many
cellular and metabolic processes are important realizations of such a scenario as typically
one is interested in reconstructing the time evolution of unobserved chemical concentrations
starting from the experimentally more accessible ones. We present an application to this
problem of a novel dynamical mean field approximation, the Extended Plefka Expansion,
which is based on a path integral description of the stochastic dynamics. As a paradigmatic
model we study the stochastic linear dynamics of continuous degrees of freedom interacting
via random Gaussian couplings. The resulting joint distribution is known to be Gaussian
and this allows us to fully characterize the posterior statistics of the hidden nodes. In
particular the equal-time hidden-to-hidden variance – conditioned on observations – gives
the expected error at each node when the hidden time courses are predicted based on the
observations. We assess the accuracy of the Extended Plefka Expansion in predicting these
single node variances as well as error correlations over time, focussing on the role of the
system size and the number of observed nodes.
Keywords: Plefka Expansion, Inference, Mean Field, Kalman Filter, Biochemical Networks,
Dynamical Functional
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1. Introduction
The problem of reconstructing the time evolution of a system given some measurements of
its dynamics has seen much recent interest in the statistical physics community [1–3]. Given
a temporal sequence of observed variables, the task is to infer the states of other variables
that are not observed, based on knowledge of the interaction parameters. Techniques for
tackling this problem could have a significant impact in systems biology, where dealing with
missing variables and experimental limitations requires the development of novel inference
frameworks, to enable quantitative modelling on the basis of experimental data [4–6].
In machine learning and pattern recognition, the problem of inference from data has been
addressed using e.g. state space models [7] that introduce “hidden” variables playing the role
of unobserved states. The best-known example of this type is probably the Kalman filter [8],
for the case of stochastic linear dynamics of continuous degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). Here we
concentrate precisely on such a dynamics. A wide range of microscopic biological processes
can be captured qualitatively even by this simplified setting, such as inter- and intra-cellular
biochemical networks where interactions parameters are given by reaction rates and one
may be interested in analyzing fluctuations around a steady state [9]. The joint distribution
over observed and hidden states is Gaussian in our model and this allows us to analyze the
posterior statistics of the hidden dynamics. The second order statistics in particular tells
us how the observed dynamics constrains the unknown hidden dynamics, with the posterior
variances quantifying the degree of uncertainty in hidden state prediction.
We tackle the inference problem for our setting by means of the Extended Plefka
Expansion that we have recently developed [10], a dynamical mean field theory for continuous
degrees of freedom. This is general enough to allow us to treat a wide range of dynamical
interactions, i.e. couplings of any symmetry, so that we can probe both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium networks with only partially observed dynamics. This flexibility makes our
approach in principle widely applicable to real data from systems driven out of equilibrium
by fluxes, with biological networks being a case in point as illustrated e.g. by studies on non-
equilibrium steady states for reaction fluxes [11] and “near” symmetry features in metabolic
networks [12].
Inference problems for non-equilibrium systems have already been investigated for
neural data, using either two-state units (Ising spins) [3] or deterministic continuous-valued
hidden units [13]. These studies were motivated by modelling populations of neurons, and
concentrated on finding learning rules, while here we study continuous d.o.f. with random
linear interactions and our focus is on a computationally efficient and accurate estimate of the
state inference error, including quantitative tests of its performance. Note that for the overall
prediction of dynamics in a system that is only partially observed, (interaction) parameter
estimation is required in addition to state inference. We focus on the latter problem in this
paper, which is in fact always part of parameter learning. For example, existing algorithmic
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tools such as Expectation Propagation [14, 15] iterate between estimating the hidden states
(given the interactions) and estimating the interactions (given the updated states).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we set out our model in terms of a set
of dynamical equations for observed and hidden continuous variables interacting linearly.
A path integral representation of the likelihood (see e.g. [3]) provides the starting point
for the Extended Plefka Expansion. The latter produces an effectively non-interacting
approximation of the original dynamics, more specifically a Gaussian posterior probability
that is factorized over hidden nodes but incorporates the hidden-to-observed couplings. In
section 2.1 we derive equations for the posterior means, which give the best estimate of the
hidden dynamics. In section 2.2 we focus then on posterior second moments, i.e. hidden-to-
hidden correlations, hidden responses and auxiliary correlations, in the stationary regime.
In section 3 we present quantitative tests of the performance of our method, focussing on the
predictions for the equal time posterior variance. We first present the exact equations for
the posterior statistics, which constitute the baseline for our tests, in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
In section 3.3 we describe how the interaction parameters are sampled in ours tests; finally
in section 3.4 we show the accuracy of Plefka predictions as a function of the system size,
the interaction strength and the number of observations.
2. Extended Plefka Expansion with hidden nodes
We consider a generic network where only the dynamics of a subnetwork of nodes is observed
while the others are hidden and form what we call the “bulk”. Such a situation could arise
because the subnetwork nodes are more precisely characterized from the theoretical point
of view, or experimentally more accessible. We assume that we have noise-free data for the
trajectories of the observed nodes. In biological contexts this is clearly a simplification as data
is often available only at discrete time points or corrupted by noise. The constraint that only
a part of the network can be observed is generic, on the other hand. In protein interaction
networks, for example, only a few molecular species can typically be tagged biochemically
in such a way that their concentrations can be tracked with reasonable accuracy [16,17].
We use the indices i, j = 1, ..., Nb for the hidden or bulk variables and a, b = 1, ..., N s for
the observed or subnetwork nodes of the network, and generally use the superscripts s and b
to distinguish variables relating to the observed and hidden sectors, respectively. Assuming
that the hidden and observed variables xi, xa interact via linear couplings {Jij}, {Kia}, their
dynamical evolution is described by
∂txi(t) = −λxi(t) +
∑
j
Jijxj(t) +
∑
a
Kiaxa(t) + ξi(t) (2.1a)
∂txa(t) = −λxa(t) +
∑
b
Jabxb(t) +
∑
j
Kajxj(t) + ξa(t) (2.1b)
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Jij (respectively Jab) denotes hidden-to-hidden (respectively observed-to-observed) interac-
tions, while the coupling between observed and hidden variables is contained in Kia and Kaj.
We have included a self-interaction term with coefficient λ, which acts as a decay constant
and provides the basic timescale of the dynamics. In more compact notation we can write
∂txi(t) = −λxi(t) + φi(xb(t),xs(t)) + ξi(t) (2.2a)
∂txa(t) = −λxa(t) + φa(xb(t),xs(t)) + ξa(t) (2.2b)
where φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) =
∑
j Jijxj(t) +
∑
aKiaxa(t) and φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) =
∑
b Jabxb(t) +∑
jKajxj(t) for the linear dynamics (2.1) and x
b(t) (xs(t)) denotes the whole set of hidden
(observed) values. The main assumption of this setup is that the trajectory described by
(2.2b) is known in a finite time window {0, T}. The dynamical noises ξi, ξa are Gaussian
white noises with zero mean and diagonal covariances Σi, Σa
〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = Σiδijδ(t− t′) 〈ξa(t)ξb(t′)〉 = Σaδabδ(t− t′) (2.3)
We next summarize the main steps of the derivation of the Extended Plefka Expansion for
such a stochastic dynamics. In doing this, we keep the generic notation φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) and
φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) to emphasize that our treatment does not specifically rely on the particular
linear form chosen in (2.1). Indeed the Plefka approach is applicable to dynamics with any
nonlinear drift [10], at the cost of longer expressions in the general case. After discretizing
time in elementary time steps ∆, we can write the likelihood – in our case, the probability of
a trajectory of the observed variables – using the Martin–Siggia–Rose–Janssen–De Dominicis
(MSRJD) path integrals formalism [18–20] as
P (xs) =
〈∫
Dxb
∏
at
δ
(
xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t)−∆[−λxa(t) + φa(xb(t),xs(t)) + ξa(t)]
)
∏
it
δ
(
xi(t+ ∆)− xi(t)−∆[−λxi(t) + φi(xb(t),xs(t)) + ξi(t)]
)〉
ξs, ξb
=
=
〈∫
DxbDxˆbDxˆs exp
{∑
at
ixˆa(t)(xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t)−∆[−λxa(t) + φa(xb(t),xs(t))
+ ξa(t)]) +
∑
it
ixˆi(t)(xi(t+ ∆)− xi(t)−∆[−λxi(t) + φi(xb(t),xs(t)) + ξi(t)])
}〉
ξs, ξb
=
=
∫
DxbDxˆbDxˆs eH (2.4)
where DxbDxˆb and Dxˆs are shorthands for the integrations
∏
it dxi(t)dxˆi(t)/2pi and∏
at dxˆa(t)/2pi respectively and the action H
H =
∑
at
ixˆa(t)(xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t)−∆[−λxa(t) + φa(xb(t),xs(t))])− ∆
2
Σaxˆa(t)xˆa(t)∑
it
ixˆi(t)(xi(t+ ∆)− xi(t)−∆[−λxi(t) + φi(xb(t),xs(t))])− ∆
2
Σixˆi(t)xˆi(t) (2.5)
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The xˆs(t), xˆb(t) are auxiliary variables one introduces to represent the δ function enforcing
the dynamics (2.1) in terms of an exponential. In the final step of (2.4) we have applied a
standard Gaussian identity to average over the Gaussian noises, i.e.
〈ei∆xˆ·T ξ·〉ξ· = e−∆ xˆ·TΣ·xˆ·/2 · = s, b (2.6)
where here and below the use of a dot as superscript indicates that the equation is valid for
both subnetwork (· = s) and bulk (· = b). We have used the Itoˆ convention [21] to discretize
the noise and ξi(t) above is to be read as the average of the continuous-time noise over the
time interval [t, t+ ∆], with covariance
〈ξi(t)ξi(t′)〉 = 1
∆
Σiδtt′ 〈ξa(t)ξa(t′)〉 = 1
∆
Σaδtt′ (2.7)
Here δtt′/∆ is the discrete-time analogue of δ(t − t′). Note that (2.4) can be viewed as a
partition function that normalizes the posterior distribution of hidden trajectories given the
observed trajectory. Because of the conditioning on the observations it is not equal to unity,
so that one has to be careful not to rely on consequences – such as the vanishing of all
moments of xˆs and xˆb – that would otherwise follow from this.
The essence of our approach is to treat the interacting terms φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) and
φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) within the Extended Plefka Expansion, thus generalizing the approach in [10]
to the presence of observations. The first step is to decide what averages to fix as order
parameters for the expansion; we choose the first and second moments of the fluctuating
quantities (i.e. the ones we integrate over) xb(t), xˆb(t) and xˆs(t). Because we assume that
the trajectory of the observed variables has been observed, the xs(t) are known ∀t and do
not need to be estimated. By analogy with the notation in [10] we introduce shorthands for
the quantities to be averaged, mˆ, and for the order parameters they define m = 〈mˆ〉
mˆb = {xb,−ixˆb,xbxb,−ixˆbxb, ixˆbixˆb} (2.8a)
mˆs = {−ixˆs, ixˆsixˆs} (2.8b)
mb = {µb,−iµˆb,Cbb,Rbb,Bbb} (2.8c)
ms = {−iµˆs,Bss} (2.8d)
where the components of mb and ms are explicitly defined as
µi(t) = 〈xi(t)〉 (2.9a)
µˆi(t) = 〈xˆi(t)〉 (2.9b)
µˆa(t) = 〈xˆa(t)〉 (2.9c)
Ci(t, t
′) = 〈xi(t)xi(t′)〉 (2.9d)
Ri(t
′, t) = −i〈xˆi(t)xi(t′)〉 (2.9e)
Bi(t, t
′) = −〈xˆi(t)xˆi(t′)〉 (2.9f)
Ba(t, t
′) = −〈xˆa(t)xˆa(t′)〉 (2.9g)
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These averages are the posterior moments over physical and auxiliary dynamical trajectories.
Note that we keep only the diagonal second moments: this is crucial in order to obtain an
effective non-interacting description from the Plefka expansion. This choice implies that
different sites, including the observed a and hidden ones i, are effectively decoupled at the
level of correlations and responses, with the contribution from interactions being captured
in appropriately defined single site fields. As a result, this implementation of the Plefka
expansion gives a mean-field type approximation. The starting point of the expansion (see
e.g. [10]) is in fact to augment the original partition function P (xs) with field terms –
denoted in our context hbα and h
s
α – conjugate to the chosen observables, and then consider
the Legendre transform of the corresponding free energy
Gα(m
s,mb,xs) = ln
∫
DxbDxˆbDxˆs eΞα (2.10)
where
Ξα = Hα + hbα(mˆb −mb) + hsα(mˆs −ms) (2.11)
The key of the Plefka expansion is the introduction of the parameter α here, which scales
the interacting parts of the Hamiltonian. For α = 0 one then has a non-interacting system
and the Plefka expansion is a perturbation expansion of Gα around this point, where one
sets α = 1 at the end to recover the full Hamiltonian H ≡ H1.
In our model, Ξα is given explicitly by
Ξα =
∑
it
ixˆi(t)
(
xi(t+ ∆)− xi(t) + ∆λxi(t)− α∆φi(xb(t),xs(t))
)
+
+
∑
at
ixˆa(t)
(
xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t) + ∆λxa(t)− α∆φa(xb(t),xs(t))
)
+
+ ∆
∑
it
ψiα(t)
(
xi(t)− µi(t)
)−∆∑
it
liα(t)
(
ixˆi(t)− iµˆi(t)
)−∆∑
at
laα(t)
(
ixˆa(t)− iµˆa(t)
)
+
+ ∆2
∑
itt′
Cˆiα(t, t
′)
(
xi(t)xi(t
′)− Ci(t, t′)
)
+ ∆2
∑
itt′
Rˆiα(t, t
′)
(− ixˆi(t)xi(t′)−Ri(t′, t))+
+
∆2
2
∑
itt′
Bˆiα(t, t
′)
(− xˆi(t)xˆi(t′)−Bi(t, t′))+ ∆2
2
∑
att′
Bˆaα(t, t
′)
(− xˆa(t)xˆa(t′)−Ba(t, t′))+
− ∆
2
∑
it
Σixˆi(t)xˆi(t)− ∆
2
∑
at
Σaxˆa(t)xˆa(t) (2.12)
The first two lines and the last give Hα, the Hamiltonian for the interacting dynamics (2.1)
but with the interaction terms φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) and φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) scaled by α. By definition
of the Legendre transform, one can derive the conjugate fields as
h·α = −
1
∆n
∂Gα
∂m·
· = s, b (2.13)
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where as in (2.12) we choose n = 1 for linear fields and n = 2 for quadratic ones to obtain
well-defined values in the continuous time limit ∆→ 0. The fields have components
hbα = {Ψbα, lbα, Cˆbbα , Rˆbbα , Bˆbbα } (2.14a)
hsα = {lsα, Bˆssα } (2.14b)
that are given explicitly by
ψiα(t) = − 1
∆
∂Gα
∂µi(t)
(2.15a)
−iliα(t) = − 1
∆
∂Gα
∂(µˆi(t))
(2.15b)
−ilaα(t) = − 1
∆
∂Gα
∂(µˆa(t))
(2.15c)
Rˆiα(t, t
′) = − 1
∆2
∂Gα
∂Ri(t′, t)
(2.15d)
Cˆiα(t, t
′) = − 1
∆2
∂Gα
∂Ci(t, t′)
(2.15e)
Bˆiα(t, t
′) = − 1
∆2
∂Gα
∂Bi(t, t′)
(2.15f)
Bˆaα(t, t
′) = − 1
∆2
∂Gα
∂Ba(t, t′)
(2.15g)
The original dynamics has no biasing fields so the condition that defines the physical values
of the order parameters is simply
h·α = 0 · = s, b (2.16)
If one now Taylor expands to second order in α as Gα = G
0 +αG1 + (α2/2)G2, and similarly
for hα, then one sees that the physical order parameter values are obtained in the non-
interacting (α = 0) theory by applying effective fields given by
heff · = −αh1 · − α
2
2
h2 · · = s, b (2.17)
One has from (2.11)
dΞα
dα
=
∂Hα
∂α
+
∂hbα
∂α
(mˆb −mb) + ∂h
s
α
∂α
(mˆs −ms) (2.18)
where one defines ∂αh
·
α = h
1·, with · = s, b as before. Inserting this into the general
expression for G1 ≡ ∂Gα/∂α|α=0 (see [10]) gives
G1 =
〈
dΞα
dα
〉
0
=
〈
−∆
[∑
at
ixˆa(t)φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) +
∑
it
ixˆi(t)φi(x
b(t),xs(t))
]〉
0
(2.19)
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where the average of the factors multiplying h1· with · = s, b vanishes by definition (2.9). If
we specialize again to the linear dynamics (2.1), G1 becomes
G1 = (2.20)
−∆
[∑
at
iµˆa(t)
(∑
b
Jabxb(t) +
∑
j
Kajµj(t)
)
+
∑
it
iµˆi(t)
(∑
j
Jijµj(t) +
∑
a
Kiaxa(t)
)]
For G2 we restrict ourselves directly to the linear case to avoid lengthier expressions; these
are given for reasonably general nonlinear drift in Appendix A. We then need
δ
(
dΞα
dα
)
=
dΞα
dα
−
〈
dΞα
dα
〉
0
= −∆
[∑
ajt
iδxˆa(t)Kajδxj(t) +
∑
ijt
iδxˆi(t)Jijδxj(t)
]
(2.21)
In writing this we have used the expression for the fields h1· for the linear case. Assuming
there are no self-interactions (Jaa = Jii = 0), these read
ψ1i (t) =
∑
a
iµˆa(t)Kai +
∑
j
iµˆj(t)Jji (2.22a)
l1i (t) = −
∑
j
Jijµj(t)−
∑
a
Kiaxa(t) (2.22b)
l1a(t) = −
∑
j
Kajµj(t)−
∑
b
Jabxb(t) (2.22c)
Rˆ1i (t, t
′) = Cˆ1i (t, t
′) = Bˆ1i (t, t
′) = Bˆ1a(t, t
′) = 0 (2.22d)
as can be derived by applying (2.13) toG1 (2.20). Inserting (2.22) into (2.18) and simplifying,
one finds (2.21), where all terms containing non-fluctuating quantities (i.e. observations) have
vanished. G2 ≡ ∂2Gα/∂α2|α=0 can now be calculated [10] as
G2 =
〈(
δ
(
dΞα
dα
))2〉
0
= (2.23)
= ∆2
[∑
ajtt′
K2ajδBa(t, t
′)δCj(t, t′) +
∑
ijtt′
J2ijδBi(t, t
′)δCj(t, t′) +
∑
ijtt′
JijJjiδRi(t, t
′)δRj(t′, t)
]
where δCi(t, t
′), δBa/i(t, t′) and δRi(t, t′) denote the connected correlators and responses, e.g.
δCi(t, t
′) = Ci(t, t′)−µi(t)µi(t′). All averages of products decouple into averages of variables
at different nodes as Jaa = Jii = 0. In addition, when the square is calculated, some of the
contractions among terms are zero because of the factorization among different nodes in the
effective dynamics at α = 0. The last term, which contains anti-causal responses, must be
retained at this level as it contributes to the derivatives (2.15) defining the fields. By taking
the derivatives of G2 we can find the second order contribution to the effective fields (2.17);
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combining with the first order terms above gives (at α = 1)
leffi (t) =
∑
j
Jijµj(t) +
∑
a
Kiaxa(t) +
∫ T
0
dt′
∑
j
iµˆi(t
′)J2ijδCj(t, t
′)
−
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
j
JijJjiµi(t
′)δRj(t, t′)
(2.24a)
leffa (t) =
∑
j
Kajµj(t) +
∑
b
Jabxb(t) +
∫ T
0
dt′
∑
a
iµˆa(t
′)K2ajδCj(t, t
′) (2.24b)
ψeffi (t) =−
∑
a
iµˆa(t)Kai −
∑
j
iµˆj(t)Jji +
∫ T
t
dt′
∑
j
JijJjiδRj(t
′, t)iµˆi(t′)
−
∫ T
0
dt′
(∑
a
K2aiδBa(t, t
′)µi(t′) +
∑
j
J2jiδBj(t, t
′)µi(t′)
) (2.24c)
Rˆeffi (t
′, t) =
∑
j
JijJjiδRj(t
′, t) (2.24d)
Cˆeffi (t, t
′) =
∑
a
K2aiδBa(t, t
′) +
∑
j
J2jiδBj(t, t
′) (2.24e)
Bˆeffi (t, t
′) =
∑
j
J2ijδCj(t, t
′) (2.24f)
Bˆeffa (t, t
′) =
∑
j
K2ajδCj(t, t
′) (2.24g)
These can be substituted into Ξ0 (i.e. (2.12) at α = 0) to give the Plefka approximation for
our partition function
P eff(xs) =
∫
DxbDxˆbDxˆs eH
eff
(2.25)
with
Heff =
∑
at
ixˆa(t)(xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t) + ∆λxa(t)−∆leffa (t))−
∆2
2
∑
att′
(Bˆeffa (t, t
′) +
Σa
∆
δtt′)xˆa(t)xˆa(t
′)
+
∑
it
ixˆi(t)(xi(t+ ∆)− xi(t) + ∆λxi(t)−∆leffi (t)−∆2
∑
t′
Rˆeffi (t, t
′)xi(t′)) (2.26)
− ∆
2
2
∑
itt′
(Bˆeffi (t, t
′) +
Σi
∆
δtt′)xˆi(t)xˆi(t
′) + ∆
∑
it
ψeffi (t)xi(t) +
∆2
2
∑
itt′
Cˆeffi (t, t
′)xi(t)xi(t′)
The approximating action Heff is factorized over sites, as anticipated above, thus the
dynamics resulting from the action of the effective fields is non-interacting. As (2.26) is
quadratic, it gives a Gaussian weight for the trajectories at each site.
Expression (2.25) then shows how the effective fields feature in the approximate posterior
(conditional on the observations) dynamics. For the hidden nodes xi(t), similarly to [10],
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one sees that leffi (t) is an effective drift; an additional coloured Gaussian noise also acts on
xi(t), with covariance Bˆ
eff
i (t, t
′). Finally Rˆeffi (t, t
′), as given by (2.24d), is a memory kernel
with a simple intuitive interpretation: a fluctuation δxi at time t
′ acts via Jji as an effective
field on xj; at time t this produces a response in xj modulated by Rj(t, t
′), which then acts
back on xi via Jij. The presence of this term might seem to disagree with the dynamical
mean-field theory of asymmetric spin networks obtained by Kappen and Spanjers [22] and
Me´zard and Sakellariou [23]. However, as shown by Bachschmid-Romano et al. [24], this is
only an apparent contradiction, and the Extended Plefka Expansion does give back those
known results. This is because in the limit of large Nb the memory with coefficient JijJji
can be neglected for asymmetric couplings. On the other hand a J2ij term, which does appear
in Refs. [22, 23] is left over from the coloured noise (2.24f). In addition, we note that also
the observed dynamics acquires effective fields, with leffa (t) a linear drift and Bˆ
eff
a (t, t
′) the
correlator of a Gaussian coloured noise on xa(t). Finally, the fields ψ
eff
i (t) and Cˆ
eff
i (t, t
′),
which would be zero without observations [10], effectively constrain the hidden dynamics to
be consistent with the observed trajectories, as we will explicitly show in the next section.
As a result of including first and second moments (i.e. means, responses and
correlations), the statistics of hidden (physical and auxiliary) and observed (auxiliary)
trajectories is Gaussian within our approximation. The exact posterior for our linear
dynamics is also Gaussian, so in this case the mean-field approximation consists in assuming
site-diagonal second moments. The posterior means of the hidden variables can be regarded
as the “best” estimate – in the mean-square sense§ – of the hidden dynamics, while the
equal time posterior variance quantifies the degree of uncertainty for those inferred values
and hence the inference error. Both the means and variances can be read off from the
integrand in (2.25), which is proportional to the approximate Gaussian posterior over
hidden trajectories conditioned on observations. The effective fields that couple to linear
observables (ψeffi (t), l
eff
a (t), l
eff
i (t)) determine the posterior means; the ones that correspond
to quadratic observables (Cˆeffi (t, t
′), Rˆeffi (t, t
′), Bˆeffi (t, t
′), Bˆeffa (t, t
′)) characterize the posterior
second moments, i.e. posterior responses and correlations.
2.1. Posterior Means
For a Gaussian distribution in general the mean is the point where the probability density
is stationary. To find the posterior mean we therefore just have to set the derivatives of the
effective action to zero
∂Heff
∂xˆi(t)
= 0,
∂Heff
∂xi(t)
= 0 (2.27)
§ The “best” or “optimal” estimate in the mean-square sense is the prediction that minimizes the mean
square error between the actual and estimated data (the hidden trajectories xi(t) in this case). Importantly,
the Kalman filter [8] is an algorithm designed to compute this optimal predictor exactly.
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One finds from these conditions (already in the continuous limit ∆→ 0)
∂tµi(t) = − λµi(t) + leffi (t) +
∫ t
0
dt′Rˆeffi (t, t
′)µi(t′)−
∫ T
0
dt′
(
Bˆeffi (t, t
′) + Σiδ(t− t′)
)
iµˆi(t
′)
= − λµi(t) +
∑
j
Jijµj(t) +
∑
a
Kiaxa(t)− Σiiµˆi(t) (2.28)
which is the exact dynamics for the bulk plus an additional term with µˆi(t) from conditioning
on observations, which can also be viewed as a nonzero mean of the noise caused by
conditioning. Another interpretation of µˆi(t) is as a back-propagating error, as can be seen
from its dynamics. The latter follows from the second part of (2.27) as
∂t(iµˆi(t)) = λ(iµˆi(t)) + ψ
eff
i (t)−
∫ T
t
dt′Rˆeffi (t
′, t)(iµˆi(t′)) +
∫ T
0
dt′Cˆeffi (t, t
′)µi(t′)
= λ(iµˆi(t))−
∑
a
iµˆa(t)Kai −
∑
j
iµˆj(t)Jji (2.29)
We can now more clearly understand the roles played by the effective fields in the auxiliary
dynamics, with ψeffi (t) being an effective drift and Cˆ
eff
i (t, t
′) the covariance of an additional
coloured noise. The integration over T > t′ > t indicates that Rˆeffi (t
′, t) can also be
interpreted as a memory kernel in this context, but it is a memory “from the future” in
the sense that it provides the weight with which the future values of µˆi(t) affect the present
ones. The dynamics itself of µˆi(t) propagates its values backwards from the final time T .
This dynamical evolution depends on the µˆa(t), which in turn does depend on the dynamics
of observations: in this way, observations make auxiliary variables non-zero. In fact one has
from the analogue for observations of conditions (2.27), i.e. ∂Heff/∂xˆa(t) = 0,
∂txa(t) = − λxa(t) + leffa (t)−
∫ T
0
dt′
(
Bˆeffa (t, t
′) + Σaδ(t− t′)
)
iµˆa(t
′)
= − λxa(t) +
∑
j
Kajµj(t) +
∑
b
Jabxb(t)− Σaiµˆa(t) (2.30)
To better grasp how the conditioning on observations enters the dynamics as a backward
propagation, we shall briefly go back to the discrete time version of equations (2.28), (2.29),
(2.30)
µi(t+ ∆)− µi(t) = −λµi(t) +
∑
j
Jijµj(t) +
∑
a
Kiaxa(t)− Σiiµˆi(t) (2.31)
iµˆi(t)− iµˆi(t−∆) = λ(iµˆi(t))−
∑
a
iµˆa(t)Kai −
∑
j
iµˆj(t)Jji (2.32)
xa(t+ ∆)− xa(t) = −λxa(t) +
∑
j
Kajµj(t) +
∑
b
Jabxb(t)− Σaiµˆa(t) (2.33)
where ∆ is the unit time step and the time index t runs from ∆, ..., T for {µi(t)} while
t = 0, ..., T − ∆ for {µˆi(t)} and {µˆa(t)}. Note that by construction of the path integral
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representation of the dynamics the auxiliary variables are only defined up to time T − ∆
and accordingly (2.32) at t = T has to be read with all µˆi(T ) and µˆa(T ) terms absent (for
more details on the formalism see e.g. the general review on path integral methods [25]).
This then gives µˆi(T −∆) = 0, hence the “initial” condition is at the end and this sets the
direction of time integration. The analogous “initial” condition µˆa(T −∆) is determined by
the observed values at the end of the trajectory xa(T ), xa(T −∆), as is clear from (2.33).
Equation (2.32) calculated at t = T and t = T − ∆ shows µˆi(T − ∆) vanishes
but µˆi(T − 2∆) assumes a value different from zero because of µˆa(T − ∆); in particular
µˆi(t − 2∆) =
∑
a µˆa(t −∆)Kai. This closer inspection time step by time step immediately
reveals that the fixed values of observations introduce a non-zero correction term µˆi(t) in the
average bulk dynamics (2.31) that evolves backward in time (i.e. the “initial” values, which
are zero, are at t = T −∆).
Together, the above equations for the posterior means (2.28), (2.29), (2.30) constitute a
forward-backward propagation, with the µˆi responsible for the backward portion, i.e. for
the flow of information from the future. The forward-backward structure is consistent
with the general theory of conditional stochastic processes, for which the estimation of
posterior distributions requires information to propagate both in the forward and backward
direction [26].
To recapitulate, the averages of auxiliary variables do not vanish identically as in the
Extended Plefka Expansion without observations [10], where the mean (i.e. stationary) path
of a linear dynamics would be given by a noiseless relaxation. The observed trajectories
effectively “bias” the path ensemble in such a way that the mean hidden conditional
dynamics follows a path where auxiliary variables are non-zero: these can therefore be
seen as implementing the constraints given by the observations. This is compatible with the
fact that the path integral (2.4) is not expected to be equal to one since it has the meaning
of a data likelihood instead of the normalization of a probability distribution.
The expressions for the means (2.28), (2.29), (2.30) are expected to be exact for this
linear dynamics we study as the Plefka approximation consists of neglecting the off-diagonal
terms only in the second moments, e.g. cross-correlations, which do not appear in the
equations for the means. To verify this, one notes that the exact action (2.5) – defining
a Gaussian path integral in an enlarged space containing auxiliary variables and containing
all, diagonal and off-diagonal, correlations and responses – is quadratic. The exact means can
therefore be obtained as the saddle point of this action, and this leads to equations identical
to (2.28), (2.29), (2.30).
In addition, as these equations give the exact posterior means defined by the Gaussian
path integral, their solution must coincide with the exact solution computable from the
Kalman filter recursion (see [27] for a direct comparison of the equations). We remark,
however, that the Plefka approach is more widely applicable than just to the linear case and
provides an approximate, self-consistent way of estimating the time evolution of the posterior
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means when they are not exactly tractable, i.e. for generic nonlinear drifts.
2.2. Posterior Variance
The inverse covariance of the approximating Gaussian distribution can be read off from the
path integral representation of the likelihood (2.25). In particular it consists of two distinct
blocks, as the distribution is factorized w.r.t. the subnetwork s and bulk b indices. These
blocks can be written symbolically as
C−1i gen(t, t
′) =
(
−Cˆeffi (t, t′) (∂t′ + λ)δ(t− t′)− Rˆeffi (t′, t)
(∂t + λ)δ(t− t′)− Rˆeffi (t, t′) −Bˆeffi (t, t′)− Σiδ(t− t′)
)
C−1a gen(t, t
′) = −Bˆeffa (t, t′)− Σaδ(t− t′)
The “gen” subscript indicates a “generalized” inverse covariance including the auxiliary
variables xˆi(t), xˆa(t), i.e.
Ci gen(t, t
′) =
〈(
δxi(t)
−iδxˆi(t)
)(
δxi(t
′) −iδxˆi(t′)
)〉
while Ca gen(t, t
′) = −〈δxˆa(t)δxˆa(t′)〉 refers only to the auxiliary variables xˆa(t) as the
xa(t) are fixed by the observations (here δxi(t) indicates the deviation from the mean, i.e.
δxi(t) = xi(t)−µi(t) and similarly for δxˆi(t) and δxˆa(t)). In principle all of the second order
functions are connected but in what follows we drop the δs for the sake of brevity. The
covariance itself then has the same block structure
Ci gen(t, t
′) =
(
Ci(t, t
′) Ri(t, t′)
Ri(t
′, t) Bi(t, t′)
)
Ca gen(t, t
′) = Ba(t, t′)
Note that here and below we write directly the continuous time equations that are obtained
from the discrete time formalism as ∆→ 0 (see [27] for more details). To find the equations
for the (generalized) covariances, one just takes the identity
∫
dτ Ci gen(t, τ)C
−1
i gen(τ, t
′) =
1δ(t− t′) block by block to get∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
[
− Ci(t, τ)Cˆeffi (τ, t′) +Ri(t, τ)
(
(∂τ + λ)δ(τ − t′)− Rˆeffi (τ, t′)
)]
= δ(t− t′) (2.34a)∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
[
Ci(t, τ)
(
(∂t′ + λ)δ(t
′ − τ)− Rˆeffi (t′, τ)
)
−Ri(t, τ)
(
Bˆeffi (τ, t
′) + Σiδ(τ − t′)
)]
= 0
(2.34b)∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
[
Ri(τ, t)
(
(∂t′ + λ)δ(t
′ − τ)− Rˆeffi (t′, τ)
)
−Bi(t, τ)
(
Bˆeffi (τ, t
′) + Σiδ(τ − t′)
)]
= δ(t− t′)
(2.34c)
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and similarly for the auxiliary variables∫ +∞
−∞
dτ Ca gen(t, τ)C
−1
a gen(τ, t
′) = −
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ Ba(t, τ)
[
Bˆeffa (τ, t
′) + Σaδ(τ − t′)
]
= δ(t− t′)
(2.35)
If we now substitute the expressions for Rˆeffi (t
′, t), Cˆeffi (t, t
′), Bˆeffi (t, t
′) and Bˆeffa (t, t
′) from
(2.24) we get a closed system of integral equations. To simplify these, we consider long
times, where a stationary regime is reached so that all two-time functions become Time
Translation Invariant (TTI). In an inference problem, stationarity implies also that the
quality of the prediction is the same at all times. At stationarity, the integrals in the above
equations (2.34) and (2.35) become convolutions and hence, if we go to double-sided Laplace
transform, simple products. After some simplification the Laplace-transformed equations
yield a system of four coupled equations for C˜i(z), R˜i(z), B˜i(z), B˜a(z)
− C˜i(z)
(∑
a
K2aiB˜a(z) +
∑
j
J2jiB˜j(z)
)
+ R˜i(z)
(
z + λ−
∑
j
JijJjiR˜j(z)
)
= 1 (2.36a)
C˜i(z)
(
− z + λ−
∑
j
JijJjiR˜j(−z)
)
− R˜i(z)
(∑
j
J2ijC˜j(z) + Σi
)
= 0 (2.36b)
B˜i(z)
[(
− z + λ−
∑
j
JijJjiR˜j(−z)
)(∑
a
K2aiB˜a(z) +
∑
j
J2jiB˜j(z)
)−1
(
z + λ−
∑
j
JijJjiR˜j(z)
)
−
(∑
j
J2ijC˜j(z) + Σi
)]
= 1 (2.36c)
B˜a(z)
[
Σa +
∑
j
K2ajC˜j(z)
]
= −1 (2.36d)
In (2.36c) we have substituted the expression for R˜i(z) as given by (2.36b) and used the
fact that C˜i(z)
(∑
j J
2
ijC˜j(z) + Σi
)−1
= B˜i(z)
(∑
aK
2
aiB˜a(z) +
∑
j J
2
jiB˜j(z)
)−1
, as can be
deduced by comparison of (2.34a) and (2.34c).
3. Quantitative tests
In this final section we assess how the extended Plefka method performs for finite-size
systems, by comparing it to the exact solution. For our linear (Gaussian) model we have
the advantage of not requiring sampling estimates for the latter, as it can be computed by
application of the Kalman filter [8].
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3.1. Equal time posterior variance
Specifically, we focus on the computation of posterior variances, since the posterior mean
given by the extended Plefka expansion coincides with the exact result from the Kalman filter
(see section 2.1). The Kalman filter consists of a forward and backward iteration, starting
respectively from one of the two time boundaries t = 0 and t = T ; away from these, i.e. for
0  t  T , the forward-backward recursion converges to stationary values and this is the
regime we concentrate on. The exact expressions for the posterior variance in this stationary
regime expressions are well known in filtering theory [28]; for reference we summarize them
here, in the formulation of [29].
We first define shorthands for the coupling matrices: let Kbb be the Nb × Nb matrix
with entries −λδij+Jij andKsb the N s×Nb matrix with entries Kai, with a similar definition
for Kbs. We denote the exact equal time posterior variance as C∗(0); it satisfies a Lyapunov
equation [29]
Kbb|sC∗(0) +C∗(0)Kbb|sT + σ2b = 0 (3.1)
with . . .T denoting matrix transpose. Kbb|s is the bulk-bulk coupling matrix conditioned on
the observed subnetwork trajectory, as the superscript bb|s indicates. We can think of it as
a “posterior” drift, which incorporates the effect of observations via a matrix A, as follows
Kbb|s = Kbb − σ2bA (3.2)
The matrix A itself solves a Riccati equation
σ2bA
2 −AKbb −KbbTA = W (3.3)
and can be shown [29] to be directly related to the backward propagation in the Kalman filter.
W = KsbTKsb/σ2s in (3.3) is known as the feedback matrix and describes how observations
affect the posterior statistics. Note that we have chosen scalar noise covariances Σi = σ
2
b
and Σa = σ
2
s to fully focus on the interplay of different types of interactions (hidden-hidden,
hidden-to-observed) in determining the performance of this inference framework. The two-
time stationary posterior variance can be written as an exponential decay with the posterior
drift matrix Kbb|s, i.e.
C∗(t) = eK
bb|stC∗(0) (3.4)
for positive time lags t.
Given these expressions, we can now compare the exact equal time posterior variance
with the approximated one via the extended Plefka expansion. By construction, this
approximation allows one to estimate only single-site equal time posterior variances Ci(0);
each can be found as the numerical inverse Fourier transform of C˜i(ω) (corresponding to the
solution of (2.36) with z = iω)
Ci(0) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dω C˜i(ω) (3.5)
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3.2. Relaxation times
In addition to the posterior variances one can define “posterior” relaxation times that capture
the timescale over which posterior correlations decay. We define these as mean-squared decay
times
τ 2i =
∫ +∞
−∞ t
2Ci(t)dt
2 C˜i(0)
= − 1
2 C˜i(0)
d2C˜i(ω)
d2ω
∣∣∣∣
ω=0
(3.6)
Thus τi can be found immediately from the second derivative of C˜i(ω). The exact (mean-
square) relaxation times, denoted here by τ ∗, can be calculated as
τ ∗ 2i =
∫ +∞
−∞ t
2C∗ii(t)dt
2
∫ +∞
−∞ C
∗
ii(t)dt
=
∑
c λ
−3
c (r
clcTC∗(0))ii∑
c λ
−1
c (r
clcTC∗(0))ii
(3.7)
where C∗(t) is expressed as in (3.4) and directly integrated. Here we have exploited a
decomposition of the matrix exponential, with λc denoting the eigenvalues of −Kbb|s and rc
and lc respectively the corresponding right and left eigenvectors.
3.3. Gaussian couplings
So far no restriction has been placed on the distribution of couplings: the derivation of the
method does not per se need any additional assumptions on the structure of interactions.
Following a standard choice in the study of mean field models, e.g. for spin glasses [30],
we consider in the following all-to-all, long-ranged and randomly distributed couplings of
different symmetry. More precisely, we assume as in [10] that {Jij} is a real matrix belonging
to the Girko ensemble [31], i.e. its elements are independently and randomly distributed
Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance satisfying
〈JijJij〉 = j
2
Nb
〈JjiJij〉 = η j
2
Nb
(3.8)
The parameter η ∈ [−1, 1] describes the degree to which the matrix {Jij} is symmetric.
Importantly, when η < 1 we do not have detailed balance so are dealing with non-equilibrium
dynamics. We take {Kai} similarly as a random matrix with independent Gaussian entries
of zero mean and variance j2/Nb. The amplitude j controls the strength of {Jij} (hidden-
to-hidden) and {Kai} (hidden-to-observed) interactions.
For an infinitely large hidden system and interactions chosen in this way, the extended
Plefka expansion, conceived as an effectively non-interacting representation of the dynamics,
is expected to become exact, as we will discuss in detail elsewhere [32]. Our aim here,
then, is to assess the deviation of the Plefka-approximated results from the exact ones as a
consequence of finite system size and depending on the intensity of couplings.
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3.4. Results
3.4.1. Variation with Nb. We first explore the dependence of the extended Plefka expansion
performance on Nb, the hidden system size. We show scatter plots with the exact single-site
(diagonal) posterior variances, C∗ii(0), on the horizontal axis and the Plefka-approximated
ones, Ci(0), on the vertical axis. Each random realization of the couplings Jij and Kai gives
Nb points in such a plot, one per hidden node. We repeat this for M realizations, with M
chosen to get MNb = 500 points per plot. The other parameters are set to j = σb = σs = 1,
η = 0.5, λ = 2.5‖.
Figures 1 and 2 (left) show data taken at fixed ratio N s/Nb = 1, with hidden system size
Nb increasing from 20 to 100. The width of the cloud of points shrinks and all points become
more concentrated around the center, meaning that the Plefka approximation becomes
increasingly close to the exact results for larger hidden systems. To quantify this, we use the
Mean Square Error (MSE) defined as
MSE =
1
Nb
Nb∑
i=1
(
Ci(0)− C∗ii(0)
)2
(3.9)
and plot its average over the M samples as a function of Nb in figure 3 (right): one clearly
sees a 1/Nb decay with Nb. This is expected from the structure of interactions, which
are weak and long-ranged (see section 3.3): for larger Nb the dynamical behaviour becomes
increasingly mean-field, thus the Plefka-approximated values resemble more closely the exact
ones.
The variance in the scatter plots along both axes is a measure of the heterogeneity in
the posterior across nodes, taking into account also different interaction realizations. We
denote these variances Var(C∗) for the exact (horizontal) axis and Var(C) for the Plefka
predictions. These two variances also decrease with Nb, as is clear by eye from the trend
across figures 1 and 2 (left). Plotting the variances against Nb, as done in figure 3 (left),
shows that they scale as 1/Nb as would be expected from the fact that the posterior variances
become self-averaging in the limit Nb →∞ (see [32]).
3.4.2. Variation with N s. Closer inspection of figure 3 (left) shows that, at fixed ratio
N s/Nb = 1, the variance of the exact predictions is systematically larger than for the
Plefka expansion, meaning that the Plefka expansion does not completely reproduce the
heterogeneity within and across networks. In Figs. 1 and 2 (left), the same effect shows
up in the slope of the point cloud, which lies below 1 (diagonal line). We now investigate
how this behaviour changes with N s, the number of observed nodes. In figure 4 we display
‖ We have chosen λ = λcrit + 1, where λcrit is the lowest value that guarantees the stability of the hidden
dynamics. When we vary j away from unity as in section 3.3, we maintain λ = λcrit + 1 where now
λcrit = j(1 + η).
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scatter plots for fixed Nb = 50 and increasing N s. The points tend to align along the
diagonal and the slope of the cloud approaches 1, implying that the Plefka predictions
become increasingly good at capturing the true heterogeneity in the system. The intuition
here is that heterogeneity comes from different “directions” of the dynamics of the hidden
nodes being weakly or strongly constrained by observations. This variability is stronger
when N s is small, in particular when N s < Nb so that some directions are essentially
unconstrained [29]. Mathematically, the variability manifests itself as a larger spread of
eigenvalues in the posterior covariance matrix C∗(0). This can be confirmed by inspection
of the structure of the exact equations in section 3.1 for large N s and Nb. For large ratios
N s/Nb, the spectrum of the feedback matrix W in (3.3), which follows a Marc˘enko-Pastur
law [33], becomes a narrow peak (see [29] for a more detailed spectral analysis). From
equation (3.3) this will tend to make A closer to diagonal, and hence also the posterior drift
(3.2). The exact posterior variance thus becomes more similar to the one of a non-interacting
dynamics, and is therefore better predicted by a mean field scheme such as the extended
Plefka expansion.
Together with the variances of the scatter plots, also the MSE decreases with increasing
N s/Nb, as shown in figure 3 (right). This trend of course is partly a consequence of the
reduced variation in the C∗ii(0) themselves: to understand how the MSE depends on N
s/Nb
if we factor out this underlying effect we can normalize it by the variance and define
 =
MSE
Var(C∗)
(3.10)
Figure 5 (left) shows  for Nb = 50 and different N s/Nb: at high N s, the deviation between
the approximate and exact results is very small even when we measure it with respect to the
underlying variation Var(C∗).
A separate trend that can be noted from the scatter plots in figure 4 is the fact that, for
increasing N s, the C∗ii(0) (and their Plefka equivalents) become smaller in absolute terms.
This is reasonable: by adding constraints to the estimation of the hidden dynamics, the
inference errors diminish so that the inferred means become more accurate (see also [32]
and [29]).
Finally we comment briefly on the estimation of posterior relaxation times as defined
in section 3.2. The inset of figure 2 (left) shows an example of a scatter plot. The tilt of
the point cloud away from the diagonal is more pronounced than for the posterior variances,
indicating that the Plefka approximation performs somewhat worse in predicting timescales.
The reason can be seen by comparing the Plefka power spectra to the exact ones. Figure
2 (right) shows a typical example: the Plefka approximation works very well in the higher-
frequency part of the spectrum. The deviations at lower frequencies make relatively little
difference to the area under the spectrum, which gives the (equal-time) posterior variance.
The curvature at zero frequency, on the other hand, which is crucial in determining the
typical time (3.6), can be affected rather more strongly.
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3.4.3. Variation with j and η. The Plefka approach is constructed as a weak coupling
expansion, therefore its performance would be expected to deteriorate with higher j, leading
to an increasing MSE. At fixed Nb, (3.8) shows that j controls the heterogeneity within
the graph, and so the variation across the C∗ii(0) should also increase j. To see how these
trends combine we plot in figure 5 (right) the variance-normalized mean square error  (3.10)
against the coupling strength j. This increases, showing that the increasing MSE dominates
over the increase in spread of the posterior variances.
In figure 5 (right) we also explore the role of the interaction symmetry parameter η: one
sees that the Plefka predictions get better the closer the system dynamics is to equilibrium.
This is a non-trivial result, and not simple to explain. The symmetry parameter η determines
the typical size of the “there and back” interaction products JijJji and these in turn (see
(2.36)) govern the strength of the response function terms in the Plefka treatment. One might
therefore speculate that the Plefka does a good job of capturing these response effects, and
therefore performs well when they are dominant.
3.4.4. Computation time. We briefly discuss computational aspects. In our implementation
of the Plefka method, we consider the system (2.36) in Fourier space (with z = iω). At fixed ω
we solve the coupled equations for the Fourier transforms at each node iteratively, setting as
stopping criterion Maxi|C˜i(ω)− C˜ ′i(ω)| < 10−8, C˜ ′i being the value at the previous iteration.
Thus the computation time scales as NINΩ(N
b)2, where NI is the number of iterations
and NΩ the number of frequencies used to sample the power spectra. The N
b dependence
arises from the matrix multiplications required at each iteration, which for the system (2.36)
gives O((Nb)2) operations. The exact computation on the other hand involves a Riccati
equation (see (3.3)), as well as a matrix diagonalization (see (3.7)), which both require
O((Nb)3) operations [34]. For the moderate hidden system sizes analyzed in this paper, the
computation (CPU) time remains higher for the Plefka approach, as is shown in figure 6.
But the more benign system size scaling – quadratic rather than cubic – will make the Plefka
method computationally faster above a certain system size threshold; extrapolating from the
figure one would expect this crossover to occur already at Nb ≈ 1000.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we considered a network of continuous degrees of freedom where some nodes are
hidden and the others observed. In this setting we discussed an application of the Extended
Plefka Expansion to the problem of inferring hidden states over time, given an observed time
trajectory of the other nodes. We focussed in particular on the case of a linear dynamics
with Langevin noise. This choice was motivated by the fact that the posterior statistics,
i.e. the statistics of hidden trajectories conditioned on observations, is Gaussian and thus
fully described by its first and second moments. The posterior means give us the optimal
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of equal time posterior variances, showing Plefka predictions versus
exact results, at fixed ratio N s/Nb = 1 for Nb = 20 (left) and for Nb = 50 (right). The
diagonal (in light gray) is the reference line of perfect prediction.
Figure 2. (Left) Scatter plot of equal time posterior variances for Nb = 100, at ratio
N s/Nb = 1. The inset shows the scatter plot of posterior relaxation times for the same Nb
and N s. (Right) Example of power spectrum for one node (i = 2) and one sample of Jij
and Kai taken from the data on the left.
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Figure 3. (Left) Variances of the 500-point samples shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (left) as a
function of Nb, for exact and Plefka predictions. (Right) MSE, defined by (3.9), for the
data in Figs. 1 and 2 (left), as a function of Nb . Both plots are on log-log axes; the light
gray line shows a 1/Nb power law as a guide to the eye.
hidden state predictions, and the posterior variances the error bars on these, hence also the
expected inference error.
The approximation we make in the Extended Plefka Expansion is to consider the second
moments of the posterior as local in the degrees of freedom, while maintaining them as
functions of two times. Because of this, the method yields effective equations of motion for
the hidden variables as decoupled from each other and from the observed variables, but with
nontrivial temporal self-correlations through memory integrals (response terms) and coloured
noises. In mathematical terms, the Extended Plefka Expansion gives us a system of coupled
equations for the posterior physical correlations, responses and auxiliary correlations, the
latter having the role of implementing the constraints arising from the dynamics of the
observed nodes. Evaluating the posterior covariances at equal times gives the posterior
error, hence the Plefka estimate of the inference error.
Having derived the Plefka equations in general form, we then focussed on systems with
weak, long range, random interactions to perform numerical tests. It is worth stressing
that the approach presented here allows one to derive results for rather general interaction
scenarios. Specifically it holds for any degree of symmetry of the interactions and is thus
applicable to non-equilibrium dynamics, for which the detailed balance condition is not
satisfied. Because of the mean field character of the decoupling we assumed in setting up
the extended Plefka expansion, one would expect the approximation to become exact for
couplings with the statistics considered here, in the limit of a large network. (We verify
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of equal time posterior variances, at fixed Nb = 50 and for
increasing ratio N s/Nb = 0.1 (left top), 1 (right top), 10 (left bottom) and 100 (right
bottom).
this explicitly in [32] and [29].) The focus on linear (Gaussian) models is motivated here
by the possibility of studying the accuracy of our method in comparison to exact results,
for finite system sizes and strong couplings; these exact results can be obtained using the
Kalman filter (and smoother) algorithm [7, 8]. We compared in particular the posterior
variances, i.e. the diagonal elements of the equal time hidden-to-hidden covariance matrix.
Using scatter plots and the mean-squared prediction error MSE, as an absolute measure
or normalized by the spread of posterior variances, we assessed how the Plefka performance
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Figure 5. (Left) Variance-normalized error , as defined by (3.10), for Nb = 50 and
averaged over M coupling realizations, as a function of the ratio N s/Nb. The error bars show
the standard deviation across realizations, which diminishes with increasing N s. (Right) 
for Nb = 30 and N s/Nb = 0.1 as a function of j, averaged over M = 10 realizations
and for different values of the symmetry parameter η. For every value of j and η, we set
λ = j(1 + η) + 1, while the noise is chosen as σb = σs = 1.
Figure 6. Log-log plot of CPU time (in seconds) for N s/Nb = 0.1 as a function of Nb
(averaged over the corresponding M realizations). The light gray lines show the ∼ (Nb)3
and ∼ (Nb)2 increases for the exact and Plefka computations, respectively.
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depends on the hidden system size Nb, the number of observations N s and the coupling
strength j. As expected for a mean field type approximation applied to fully connected
systems with long-ranged Gaussian interactions, the agreement improves for large system
sizes and for moderate coupling strengths (below j of order unity in our tests). Quantitative
tests showed good performance already for modest system sizes (Nb ≈ 50, 100), however,
which seems promising for applications of the approach to many other possible inference
problems. The number of observed nodes also has a non-trivial effect on the comparison
between Plefka results and exact predictions: increasing N s makes the spectrum of posterior
variances more homogeneous and thus more mean field-like, which makes the Plefka approach
perform better. As a conclusion, the Plefka provides an accurate mean field (i.e. tailored to
single-site quantities) description for hidden state inference, consistent with findings for an
application of the method to the kinetic Ising model [24]. This prediction accuracy is obtained
by taking into account the whole temporal trajectory via response terms. To capture these
one has to work with two-time quantities or, as we did here, in Fourier space. This does
increase the computational effort. At the same time the Plefka method shows a better scaling
of computation time with system size Nb as discussed in section 3.4.4. Beyond system sizes
of Nb ≈ 1000 it will therefore be advantageous also in computational terms. Importantly,
the extended Plefka expansion is also generalizable to arbitrary nonlinearities (see [10] and
Appendix A), for which the exact posterior statistics would generally be computable only
by costly direct simulations.
There are many other directions of future and further investigation. First, in a separate
paper [32] we fully develop the mean field limit expressions for this problem to characterize
the average inference error and its dependence on key system parameters (such as the number
of observed nodes and the interaction strength). The effects of the degree of symmetry η
prove particularly rich, with interesting crossover in the power laws in the vicinity of the
equilibrium case η = 1.
In addition, we aim to assess the performance of the Extended Plefka Expansion in
the presence of nonlinearities in the dynamics and on different types of graphs. In [10] and
here we considered fully connected networks described by Gaussian, long-ranged interactions,
whose behaviour is properly mean field. For other network types, e.g. Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs [35]
or more heterogeneous power-law networks, it will be interesting to see how accurately the
Plefka approach can predict hidden state statistics. One might expect that, as long as
typical node degrees are not too small, the Gaussian decoupling picture underlying our
Plefka approach will remain accurate. Variations in node degree will add heterogeneity in
node properties that survives even in the large system limit, and it remains to be seen how
well the Plefka method captures such local effects.
A number of other novel works could start from the data likelihood (2.25) that the
Extended Plefka Expansion predicts: this is an approximate dynamical action for the
observed nodes, having integrated out the hidden node dynamics. As such it describes
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the observed subnetwork dynamics, and a comparison to other approaches, based on path
integrals as well [36] or on projection methods [37], should be revealing.
A further use of the Plefka data likelihood would be to learn unknown hidden-to-hidden
or observed-to-hidden couplings, which is an important statistical modelling problem for
dynamical data. Optimizing the data likelihood with respect to the couplings would by
definition give a maximum-likelihood estimate for these quantities. The relevant learning
rules could be developed starting from the Plefka equations for fixed couplings. It would
be interesting then to compare with related studies for non-equilibrium Ising spins [3] and
for networks with binary visible units and continuous-valued hidden ones [13], both also
relying on mean field dynamical descriptions. One could tackle interesting questions such
as the accuracy of the inferred couplings and the computational efficiency of the iterative
algorithms for implementing the learning rules.
Exploiting further the analogy with dynamical learning in neural networks, one could
finally think of several additional studies, such as including noise in the observation process
[38–41] or investigating finite-size effects analytically [42].
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Appendix A. Generic drift
In this Appendix, we provide the perturbative expressions of the Gibbs free energy G and
the fields h· (· = s, b) for generic interaction terms φa(xb(t),xs(t)) and φi(xb(t),xs(t)).
At the first order, G1 is given by (2.19), which in this case can be further developed as
G1 = −∆
∑
it
(
iµˆi(t)〈φi(xb(t),xs(t))〉 − δRi(t, t)
〈
∂φi(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xi(t)
〉)
−∆
∑
at
(
iµˆa(t)〈φa(xb(t),xs(t))〉
)
(A.1)
To find the corresponding fields we apply (2.13) for the first order
h1· = − 1
∆
∂G1
∂m·
· = s, b (A.2)
which gives explicitly
ψ1i (t) =
∑
j
(
iµˆj(t)
∂〈φj(xb(t),xs(t))〉
∂µi(t)
− δRj(t, t) ∂
∂µi(t)
〈
∂φj(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xj(t)
〉)
− iµˆi(t)
〈
∂φi(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xi(t)
〉
+
∑
a
iµˆa(t)
∂〈φa(xb(t),xs(t))〉
∂µi(t)
(A.3a)
l1i (t) = µi(t)
〈
∂φi(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xi(t)
〉
− 〈φi(xb(t),xs(t))〉 (A.3b)
l1a(t) =− 〈φa(xb(t),xs(t))〉 (A.3c)
Rˆ1i (t, t
′) =− 1
∆
〈
∂φi(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xi(t)
〉
δtt′ (A.3d)
Cˆ1i (t, t
′) =
1
∆
∑
j
(
iµˆj(t)
∂〈φj(xb(t),xs(t))〉
∂Ci(t, t)
− δRj(t, t) ∂
∂Ci(t, t)
〈
∂φj(x
b(t),xs(t))
∂xj(t)
〉)
δtt′
+
1
∆
∑
a
(
iµˆa(t)
∂〈φa(xb(t),xs(t))〉
∂Ci(t, t)
)
δtt′
(A.3e)
Bˆ1i (t, t
′) =Bˆ1a(t, t
′) = 0 (A.3f)
For the case of linear dynamics, where φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) =
∑
j Jijxj(t) +
∑
aKiaxa(t) and
φa(x
b(t),xs(t)) =
∑
b Jabxb(t) +
∑
jKajxj(t) with no self-interactions (Jaa = Jii = 0), one
clearly recovers (2.22).
For the second order, we assume that
∂φi(x
b,xs)
∂xi
= 0 (A.4)
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as this restriction substantially reduces the number of terms in the final result (the derivation
can nevertheless be carried out for fully general drifts similarly to what has be done in the
case without observations, see [10], Appendix B, and [27]). Intuitively, this assumption
means that xi interacts with itself only via the linear term −λxi. The first order fields (A.3)
can be simplified accordingly and used in the definition of dΞα/dα (2.18) to get
δ
(
dΞα
dα
)
=
dΞα
dα
−
〈
dΞα
dα
〉
0
= (A.5)
−∆
∑
it
[
iδxˆi(t)δφi(x
b(t),xs(t)) + iµˆi(t)fi(x
b(t),xs(t),µb(t),Cb(t, t))
]
−∆
∑
at
[
iδxˆa(t)δφa(x
b(t),xs(t)) + iµˆa(t)fa(x
b(t),xs(t),µb(t),Cb(t, t))
]
where we have defined
fi(x
b(t),xs(t),µb(t),Cb(t, t)) =∑
j
(
δφi(x
b(t),xs(t))− ∂〈φi(x
b(t),xs(t))〉
∂µj(t)
δxj(t)− ∂〈φi(x
b(t),xs(t))〉
∂Cj(t, t)
δ(xj(t)xj(t))
)
(A.6a)
fa(x
b(t),xs(t),µb(t),Cb(t, t)) =∑
j
(
δφa(x
b(t),xs(t))− ∂〈φa(x
b(t),xs(t))〉
∂µj(t)
δxj(t)− ∂〈φa(x
b(t),xs(t))〉
∂Cj(t, t)
δ(xj(t)xj(t))
)
(A.6b)
and we have denoted by µb(t) the set {µi(t)} and similarly Cb(t, t) = {Ci(t, t)}. Clearly for
the linear dynamics considered in the main text fi(x
b,xs,µb,Cb) = fa(x
b,xs,µb,Cb) ≡ 0.
As stated in (2.23), G2 can be found as
〈
(δ (dΞα/dα))
2〉
0
; once this is worked out, the
fields are given by (2.13) taken at the second order
h2· = − 1
∆2
∂G2
∂m·
· = s, b (A.7)
To simplify the algebra, we will assume from now on that the drifts φi (and φa) are additive
combinations of functions of the other hidden variables xj, i.e. of the form φi(x
b,xs) =∑
j 6=i gij(xj,x
s) (and φa(x
b,xs) =
∑
j gaj(xj,x
s)) in such a way that the cross terms between
φ and f in G2 vanish. In addition, we exploit that the averages are taken at α = 0, where
there are no correlations between different sites i and j. These averages can then be further
simplified using Wick’s theorem as the statistics are Gaussian. The resulting expressions
are as follows if we abbreviate fi(x
b(t),xs(t),µb(t),Cb(t, t)) as fi(t), and φi(x
b(t),xs(t)) as
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φi(t) (similarly for fa(t) and φa(t))
ψ2i (t) = 2∆
(∑
at′
〈
∂φa(t
′)
∂xi(t′)
∂φa(t)
∂xi(t)
〉
δBa(t, t
′)µi(t′) +
∑
jt′
〈
∂φj(t
′)
∂xi(t′)
∂φj(t)
∂xi(t)
〉
δBj(t, t
′)µi(t′)
)
− 2∆
∑
jt′
〈
∂φi(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
∂φj(t)
∂xi(t)
〉
δRj(t
′, t)iµˆi(t′)
−∆ ∂
∂µi(t)
〈(∑
jt′
iµˆj(t
′)fj(t′) +
∑
at′
iµˆa(t
′)fa(t′)
)2〉
(A.8a)
l2i (t) =− 2∆
∑
jt′
iµˆi(t
′)
〈
∂φi(t)
∂xj(t)
∂φi(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
〉
δCj(t, t
′)
+ 2∆
∑
jt′
〈
∂φi(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
∂φj(t)
∂xi(t)
〉
µi(t
′)δRj(t′, t)
+ 2∆
〈(∑
jt′
iµˆj(t
′)fj(t′) +
∑
at′
iµˆa(t
′)fa(t′)
)
fi(t)
〉 (A.8b)
l2a(t) =− 2∆
∑
at′
iµˆa(t
′)
〈
∂φa(t)
∂xj(t)
∂φa(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
〉
δCj(t, t
′)
+ 2∆
〈(∑
jt′
iµˆj(t
′)fj(t′) +
∑
bt′
iµˆb(t
′)fb(t′)
)
fa(t)
〉 (A.8c)
Rˆ2i (t, t
′) =− 2
∑
j
〈
∂φi(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
∂φj(t)
∂xi(t)
〉
δRj(t
′, t) (A.8d)
Cˆ2i (t, t
′) =−
∑
a
〈
∂φa(t)
∂xi(t)
∂φa(t
′)
∂xi(t′)
〉
δBa(t, t
′)−
∑
j
〈
∂φj(t)
∂xi(t)
∂φj(t
′)
∂xi(t′)
〉
δBj(t, t
′)
− ∂
∂Ci(t)
〈(∑
jt′
iµˆj(t
′)fj(t′) +
∑
at′
iµˆa(t
′)fa(t′)
)2〉 (A.8e)
Bˆ2i (t, t
′) =−
∑
j
〈
∂φi(t)
∂xj(t)
∂φi(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
〉
δCj(t, t
′) (A.8f)
Bˆ2a(t, t
′) =−
∑
j
〈
∂φa(t)
∂xj(t)
∂φa(t
′)
∂xj(t′)
〉
δCj(t, t
′) (A.8g)
Finally, one can write the dynamics of the conditional means, i.e. (2.28), (2.29), (2.30),
and that of the variances, i.e. (2.34), in terms of the effective fields heff · (· = s, b) defined
by (2.17), where one should apply expressions (A.3) and (A.8) and take the ∆ → 0 limit.
Again these effective fields simplify to the relevant expressions (2.24) in the case of linear
interactions.
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